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Semiconducting Lithium

Quasimolecules in Compressed Lithium
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Abstract: Under high pressure, some materials form electrides,
with valence electrons separated from all atoms and occupying
interstitial regions. This is often accompanied by semiconducting or insulating behavior. The interstitial quasiatoms (ISQ)
that characterize some high pressure electrides have been
postulated to show some of the chemical features of atoms,
including the potential of forming covalent bonds. It is argued
that in the observed high-pressure semiconducting Li phase
(oC40, Aba2), an example of such quasimolecules is realized.
The theoretical evaluation of electron density, electron localization function, Wannier orbitals, and bond indices forms the
evidence for covalently bonded ISQ pairs in this material. The
quasimolecule concept thus provides a simple chemical
perspective on the unusual insulating behavior of such
materials, complementing the physical picture previously
presented where the global crystal symmetry of the system
plays the major role.

with pressure than normal atomic orbitals.[10] These empty
sites enclosed by surrounding atoms and possessing quantized
orbitals have been termed interstitial quasiatoms (ISQ); they
may show some of the chemical features of atoms, including
the potential of forming covalent bonds.[11]
Li has been found to become semiconducting at about
80 GPa in diamond anvil cell experiments.[2] The detailed
structure of this new phase of Li was suggested by two
computational studies that employed different crystal structure search methods.[5, 6] The identified structure (oC40, Aba2
symmetry) is reasonably complex, containing 40 Li atoms in
a base-centered orthorhombic cell (20 atoms in the primitive
cell). This phase has a layered appearance with seemingly
open areas (Figure 1 a, a view along the a axis). We

Electrides are materials in which some valence electrons are

separated from all atoms and occupy interstitial regions,
effectively forming anions with no centering nuclei nor core
electrons.[1] Under high pressure, alkali metals such as Li and
Na become semiconducting or insulating.[2, 3] As they do so,
they adopt structures containing sites that accommodate
electrons, leading to the formation of high-pressure electrides
(HPE).[4–6] Similar phenomena have also been predicted for
Mg,[7] Al,[8] and several other materials.[9] The driving force for
HPE formation may be attributed to the lack of core electrons
in the interstitial sites, which causes the energies of the
corresponding quantized orbitals to increase less significantly
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Figure 1. Calculated structural features of Li in Aba2, oC40 phase,
including the ISQs, at 60 GPa. a) One view of the phase; the solid
lines mark the primitive cell of 20 lithiums; b) one section of the total
valence charge density (electrons bohr@3) of Aba2 Li, in a plane
perpendicular to the b–c plane, in Miller index plane (011), 1.2 units
from origin. The plane is shown by a dashed line in (a). Green balls
mark the Li nuclei, white and blue balls show the locations of the
centers of EII and EI. The plane chosen in this cut contains the two E
ISQs but not the Li atoms and other ISQs. The green and the white
balls are only added to show that those high charge density areas
stem from the Li atoms and the other ISQs, whose center in fact lie
outside the plane chosen.

recalculated the atomic and electronic structures of this Li
phase using PBE functional[12] and projector augmented-wave
method (PAW)[13] as implemented in VASP program[14] (see
the Supporting Information for details). The charge density
distribution of Aba2 Li (Figure 1 b) shows not only peaks at Li
sites but also peaks at interstitial sites, revealing the positions
of the ISQs. There are three symmetry-distinct sites for these,
two of which we call collectively (for reasons to be specified)
EII, and one EI (at Wyckoff positions 2a in the unit cell,
coordinates given in the Supporting Information). In the
original work on these phases, EII was labeled M1 and M2,
and EI as M3.[5]
If BaderQs quantum theory of atoms in molecules
(QTAIM)[15] is applied to materials under compression,
regions of high electron density off atoms may generate
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their own “attractors”, and thus define regions of space
associated with an ISQ.[16] The electron density within those
regions may be integrated, leading to 1.45e in EII, (approximately equal for both symmetry-distinct sites of this type;
which is why from now on we will refer to both as EII) and
0.65e, in EI, respectively. Bader densities smaller than formal
charges have been found previously.[17] We also calculated the
Bader charges of LiF and MgO in the rock salt structure and
found a charge of @0.87e on F, @1.74 on O. Thus even in
highly ionic compounds the Bader basin densities only
approach @1 and @2. We interpret the integrations obtained
as indicating that in Aba2 Li at 60 GPa 2 electrons in ISQ EII,
1 in EI.
In a primitive cell that contains 20 Li atoms, we identify 8
EII and 4 EI. This Li phase can then be viewed as
approximating an ionic crystal with the formula of Li20EII8EI4,
with each lithium providing one electron to the ISQs. This
perspective is consistent with the electron localization function (ELF) analysis in previous work.[5] The question remains:
if the orbitals of the 4 E sites in the primitive unit are singly
occupied, why is Aba2 Li semiconducting instead of metallic
or radical-like.
Figure 2 a is another view of the structure. The ISQ EI
centers are clearly shown; they form pairs with a separation of
only 1.3 c. Such a small separation suggests an attractive
interaction between the EI ISQs. As we vary the pressure, the
distances between atoms of course decrease on average. But
as Figure 2 b shows, while the Li@Li and Li@EI distances
decrease with increasing pressure, the short EI@EI (and Li@
EII) separation remains pretty constant. The E@E distance is
a result of balancing several interactions including the E@E
bonding energy and Li+ electrostatic energies.

Figure 2. a) Li Aba2 structure showing the E ISQ pairs in cavities
surrounded by Li atoms, the green and the golden balls show the
positions of Li atoms and ISQs (EI only); b) the inter-“atomic”
distances as function of pressure.

We suspect there are EI@EI bonds in this material. Any
bonding features can be investigated in real and in reciprocal
space. The charge distribution in real space (Figure 1 b) shows
clearly the elevated electron population in the region between
two neighboring E, consistent with population of a bonding
orbital of the quasimolecule. Similar results can be seen from
ELF (Supporting Information, Figure S1), band structure
(Figure S2) and projected density of states (Figure S3).
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The bonding character of levels can be examined by
a crystal orbital Hamiltonian population (COHP) analysis,
which characterizes the states in a given energy region with
respect to their bonding or antibonding character between
specified atoms.[18] A negative COHP indicates bonding;
whereas positive COHP indicates antibonding (see the
Methods section). With the help of the linear muffin-tin
orbital (LMTO) method in an atomic sphere approximation
(ASA), we could calculate COHPs in this system. We found
significant negative COHP for neighboring EI@EI ISQs pairs
below the Fermi level (Figure 3). For comparison, the COHP

Figure 3. a) Crystal orbital Hamiltonian population (COHP) for pairs of
ISQs in Aba2 Li at 60 GPa; b) integrated COHPs as a function of
pressure.

between neighboring EII and EI ISQs (expected to be smaller,
as the EII@EI distance is 1.9 c, while EI-EI is 1.3 c) is indeed
substantially smaller. The COHP between two EII ISQs
(2.72 c apart) is negligible. Figure 3 also shows significant
ICOHP values for pairs of Li-ISQ and Li@Li. Their changes
with pressure (Figure 3 b) are not as large as those of EI@EI.
Importantly, the Fermi level of this phase, in the band gap,
lies between the regions of negative and positive EI@EI
COHPs. This is just what one would expect from a quasimolecular picture, bonding and antibonding states of the EI@EI
ISQ pairs, split around the energy gap. The integrated COHP
(ICOHP) can provide an estimate of the net strength of the
bonding between a pair of species (atoms and ISQs). As
shown in Figure 3 b, this value is about @0.65 eV/pair at
50 GPa and decreases (stronger bonding) to about @0.8 at 70
and 80 GPa. Note (Figure 2) that the EI@EI distance is not
changing much in this range. The ICOHP value indicates
moderate bonding between the two EI ISQs.
With these quasimolecules, we are in new territory for
bonding, and need some calibration. For comparison, we
calculated the ICOHP for two H atoms with the same
distance of 1.3 c as the EI@EI pair. The result is @2.65 eV per
pair, substantially larger that the EI@EI value. It appears that
insertion of centering nuclear charges enhances the chemical
bonding. To this end, it is useful to examine directly the form
of the bonding orbital between two EI ISQs. We look for such
orbitals through the associated Wannier functions. Using the
Wannier90 program[19] in combination with ABINIT codes,[20]
by iteration we found all (10) maximally localized WFs in
Aba2-Li at 70 GPa, including two of them associated with the
EI ISQs at Wyckoff positions 2a. These WFs, centered
between the two EI, are shown in Figure 4 at different
isosurfaces. One can see from the high isosurfaces that the
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Figure 4. Maximally localized Wannier function with its center between
two EI SQs in Aba2 Li at 70 GPa. The results are shown in a 2 W 2 W 2
primitive unit cell for different isosurfaces: a) isosurface = : 0.25,
b) : 1.00, c) : 2.50.

WF does resemble the bonding orbital between two EI.
Another perspective on these functions is to see them as being
formed from s–p hybrids within a cluster of 4 Li atoms, two of
them coming from one side and two from the other. This
characterization reflects a subtle interconnection between the
s–p electronic transition[21] and the development of interstitial
charge in compressed Li. Note that the negative lobes of the
WF (shown in blue) disappear for isosurfaces higher than
: 1.0, and the spread of the function is 4.3 c, which is
approximately 3 times the EI@EI distance.
Looking for the orbital(s) responsible for bonding in
another way, we plotted the band-decomposed charge densities (square of the wavefunctions) at the G point for the ten
highest occupied bands. And in these we identified those
having the largest projections on the EI sites (Figure 5 a,b).
The first such state is two levels below the highest occupied
state. The corresponding electron density is centered at a 2a
Wyckoff position, but, as may be seen, is not aligned well with
the EI@EI axis. However, there is one more state that should
be taken into account, which is somewhat further down in
energy (0.84 eV). This state has a density asymmetry that
complements that of the state shown. The two states taken

Figure 5. Electron densities computed for selected states of Aba2 Li at
the G point at 60 GPa. a) Bonding state of an EI–EI pair (third state
below highest occupied state at point); b) antibonding state of an EI–
EI pair (sixth state above the lowest unoccupied state at point). c) Sum
of the densities of orbital in (a), with a second orbital 0.84 eV below
(see text).
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together produce a reasonably symmetrical EI@EI bond, as
Figure 5 c shows.
In the bonding state, the electron density is maximized
between the two ISQs, in accord with the absence of a node in
the corresponding WF. In contrast, in the antibonding state,
there is a node in the electron density between the EI sites,
and the associated WF is antisymmetric. Perhaps we can get
another estimate of the bonding from the splitting in energy
of the states primarily associated with the bonding. At the G
point, the primary bonding state is 0.23 eV below the valence
band maximum, while the antibonding one is 1.67 eV above.
This provides an estimate of the splitting of the bonding and
antibonding levels of an EI@EI quasimolecule of 2.67 eVat the
point. At the same separation a stretched hydrogen molecule
shows a splitting of 6.82 eV (at 1.3 c, same distance as EI@EI),
which gives us a rough calibration of the extent of interaction
of ISQs in a quasimolecule. It is substantial, but less than the
strong single bond in H2.
An interesting question is why the two alkali metals, Li
and Na, adopt different HPE structures at high pressures,
even though they both contain one valence electron. At
pressures above 200 GPa, Na adopts a double hexagonal
close-packed (dhcp) structure, which we and others saw as
analogous to a Ni2In-type ionic structure, with 2 electrons
occupying the ISQ in the structure.[3, 22] Comparing with Aba2
Li, there is only one type of ISQ in dhcp Na, and it contains
approximately 2 electrons. The major difference between Li
and Na is that the former atom (and the corresponding
cation) has a smaller radius; one would then expect relatively
higher repulsive electrostatic energy among the Li+ ions once
the electrons are forced off them. We imagine that the
creation of more ISQs with a lower charge state (@1 instead of
@2) can more effectively separate/screen the Li ions and
therefore reduce the Li+@Li+ repulsive energy.
Trying to get a computational handle on this idea, we
optimized the geometry of Li in both Aba2 and dhcp
structures at the same pressure, 60 GPa (with the HSE
functional). In the dhcp structure, each Li+ has 6 neighboring
Li+ ions with equal distance of 2.03 c. In contrast, the distinct
Li+ ions in the Aba2 structure have 3, 4, and 5 neighboring Li+
with interatomic distances less than 2.03 c. Because more
ISQs in Aba2 structure can better screen the Li+ ions, the
actual volume per Li is slightly lower for this structure (7.6 c3
for Aba2, and 7.8 c3 for dhcp). Though seeming small, this
reduction of the volume gives the major contribution to the
stabilization of Li Aba2 over the alternative dhcp structure.
The enthalpy difference, H = HAba2@Hdhcp, is about @40 meV
per Li; whereas the difference in the PV term, PV =
PVAba2@PVdhcp, is about @80 meV per Li.
In conclusion, in Aba2 Li at 80 GPa we find a short
distance between pairs of ISQs containing approximately one
electron. We show that this distance is clearly associated with
the formation of bonding and antibonding quasimolecular
states, like sg and su* of H2, split across the gap in this phase. It
is tempting to associate the semiconducting electronic nature
of the material with quasimolecule formation.
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